The vendor will remove the existing locks, deliver them to the owner with cores remaining installed, and the owner will remove the cores from the old locksets and reinstall them in the new locksets?

The vendor is to remove old locksets, and remove cores in this lockset and install into new locksets.

There are 150 offices, which is to say the total count of new locksets is 150?

Correct. 126 Classrooms and 24 Offices.

Can you please tell us what are the existing locks backset?? It’s either 2 3/8 or 2 ¾.

The backset is 2 ¾.

Also wood or metal doors?

These are all wood doors.

My understanding is that the new Dorma C800 levers will be ordered less core. Could you please verify that all existing cores that will be re-used will fit in the C800 lever cut out for a standard core (“L” suffix).

Yes all doors accommodate a standard 1246, C keyway.

Please verify that all new locks will be entry function (C8553).

Yes the entry function is what we want to use.